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About Item

1. Durable Construction: 5 Core mic stand ismade from a heavy-duty iron pipe with a
corrosion-resistant/ rust resistant upper layer with chrome finish. The mic stand looks and
feels premium and ensures the stability & security of your microphone.

2. Solid and Secure Grip: Themicrophone is firmly held without any scratches by a soft,
flexible, and durable mic clip. This amazing holder is compatible with most handheld mics.

3. Adjustable Mic Clip & Mic Arm: The mic clip allows for an 180-degree adjustment, enabling
it to be easily adjusted to the desired angle. Mic arm is 360 degree rotatable.

4. Versatile Use: Use the microphone stand for interviewing, podcasting, broadcasting, online
chatting, or gaming!

5. Heavy duty carry: 5 Core Table Top microphone stands Round Base is specially designed for
heavy duty carry/ all types of microphones.



Product Description

Elevate your recording game with our chrome polished & premium looking desk mic
stand! The perfect solution for ensuring your microphone stays stable and secure on
your desktop. Our desktop mic stand features a soft and flexible mic clip holder that
will safely grip your microphone without any scrapes, making it universally compatible
with almost all regular microphones.

The mic clip supports 180-degree adjustment, & mic arm supports 360 degree rotation,
allowing you to set the desired angle for your microphone easily. With anti-slip design,
your desk remains scratch-free, and the desktop mic stand stays securely in place
while you record. Upgrade your setup with a 5 Core desktop mic stand and take your
content creation to the next level.

Features

Convenient to carry Wide Application Perfect balance Slip-resistant

The 5 Core mini mic
stand is designed for
easy portability and
storage. It is super
lightweight, stable,
and compact design
makes it easy to
transport.

The desk mic stand is
perfect for various
settings, such as studio,
live broadcasting,
podcasting,
conferences, schools,
stage performances, live
streaming, and
recording.

This super
stable?˜
microphone stand
is designed to
provide
exceptional
strength and
perfect balance.

The desk mic stand
features an anti-slip
design that protects
your desk from
scratches and
ensures no slipping
while using the
microphone.

Technical Specification

● Height: 38cm/15
● Base diameter: 43.18 cm/ 17 inch
● Color: Silver

Package Contents:

● 1x Universal Microphone Clip



● 1x Silver Stand

Usages

The desktop mic stand is perfect for podcasting.

If you have limited space, this compact microphone stand is an ideal option.

The desk mic stand can be used to keep your mic stable and safe.

Use the microphone stand to securely mount your microphone.

5 Core tabletop microphone stands can be used for meetings, chatting, or live
streaming.

Benefits of products

Collapsible design for easy storage.

Easy portability for carrying and storing.

Super lightweight design for easy transport.

Compatible with various types of microphones.

The microphone stand enhances the quality of recorded audio.





Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Durable design ensures long-lasting use.

High-quality materials ensure reliability and stability.

Universal compatibility with almost all handheld mics.

Designed for exceptional strength and perfect balance.

Prevent slipping & protect the desk from scratches.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.



The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Mic Clip Yes No

Fold up design Yes No

Wide compatible Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.



Height Adjustable
Byadjusting the height
clutch, the height of the
boom stand can beset to
custom heights with
easeto show your perfect
voice. Itis adjustable
from 15.35 inches to
21.25 inches. It is
versatile and fits most
applications.

Stable & Balanced -
Weighted Round Base

● the base
isheavy-duty,
solid,and
stable,not easy to
tip over.

● This desktop
microphone stand
uses a high-quality
iron base, and the
weight of the
entire desktop mic
stand is
1.06kg/2.3lb,
which is stable
and solid, not easy
to tip over.

Flexible & Different Angle
The tubes are made ofhigh-quality
steeland arenicely finished. The boom
arm isextendable but steady, and it
canmove up and down and rotate 360??
easily. You will enjoy theflexibilityand
ability to move it to different positions to
show your perfect voice when you are
using it, suitable for many microphones
likeShure SM58, Samson Q2U, Shure
PGA48, Shure SM7Band more.





Q&A

Question:What type of microphone is compatible with the 5 Core mini stand?

Answer:The stand is universally compatible with almost all normal-sized microphones.

Question:Is the microphone stand easy to transport?

Answer:Yes, the microphone stand is lightweight, making it easy to transport and move
with.

Question:Can the mic stand be adjusted for different angles?

Answer:Yes, the clip holder supports an 180-degree adjustment, allowing you to easily
set the desired microphone angle.

Question:Is the desktop mic stand suitable for outdoor use?

Answer:The desktop microphone stand is designed to be used indoors, but it can be
used outdoors as long as it's placed on a stable surface.

Question:Is the tabletop microphone stand easy to set up?

Answer:Yes, the tabletop microphone stand is designed to be easy to set up and use,
making it perfect for both beginners and professionals.


